Exercices present simple ING

Exercice 1
Entourez la bonne réponse:

1. We (am watching / are watching / is watching) a movie.
2. Tina (am eating / are eating / is eating) a pizza.
3. You (am wearing / are wearing / is wearing) a beautiful dress.
4. I (are learning / am learning / is learning) Japanese language.
5. Paul (am talking / are talking / is talking) to his friend.

Exercice 2
Mettez le verbe entre parenthèses au Present Simple ING:

1. Sam (play) ___________ tennis at the moment.
2. Her dog (run) ___________ around in the park.
3. They (go/not) ___________ to London next week.
4. John (smoke) ___________ a cigarette outside.
5. I (swim) ___________ in the lake.
6. Tina (clean) ___________ her house.
7. They (watch/not) ___________ a movie.

Exercice 3
Construisez des questions au Present Simple ING:

1. (he / visit / Paris / today) ? => ___________________
2. (you / eat / sushis) ? => ___________________
3. (you / read / the newspaper) ? => ___________________
4. (we / go / to the supermarket) ? => ___________________
5. (she / make / dinner) ? => ___________________

Correction exercice 1
1. We are watching a movie.
2. Tina is eating a pizza.
3. You are wearing a beautiful dress.
4. I am learning Japanese language.
5. Paul is talking to his friend.

Correction exercice 2
1. Sam is playing tennis at the moment.
2. Her dog is running around in the park.
3. They are not going to London next week.
4. John is smoking a cigarette outside.
5. I am swimming in the lake.
6. Tina is cleaning her house.
7. They are not watching a movie.

Correction exercice 3
1. Is he visiting Paris today?
2. Are you eating sushis?
3. Are you reading the newspaper?
4. Are we going to the supermarket?
5. Is she making dinner?